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The following classification changes will be effected by this Notice of Changes: 

Action Subclass Group(s) 

Scheme Warning Notice to be deleted: B62D 24/00 

This Notice of Changes includes the following:

1. CLASSIFICATION SCHEME CHANGES 

 A.  New, Modified or Deleted Group(s) 

 B.  New, Modified or Deleted Warning Notice(s) 

 C.  New, Modified or Deleted Note(s) 

 D.  New, Modified or Deleted Guidance Heading(s) 

2. DEFINITIONS (New or Modified) 

 A. DEFINITIONS (Full definition template) 

 B. DEFINITIONS (Definitions Quick Fix) 

3.  REVISION CONCORDANCE LIST (RCL) 

4.  CHANGES TO THE CPC-TO-IPC CONCORDANCE LIST (CICL) 

5.  CROSS-REFERENCE LIST (CRL)
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1. CLASSIFICATION SCHEME CHANGES 

 

 

B.       New, Modified or Deleted Warning notice(s) 

 
 

SUBCLASS B62D - MOTOR VEHICLES; TRAILERS (steering, or guiding on a desired track, of 

agricultural machines or implements  A01B69/00; wheels, castors, axles, increasing wheel adhesion  B60B ; 

vehicle tyres, tyre inflation or tyre changing  B60C ; connections between vehicles of a train or the like  B60D 

; vehicles for use on rail and road, amphibious or convertible vehicles  B60F ; suspension arrangements  

B60G ; heating, cooling, ventilating or other air treating devices  B60H ; windows, windscreens, non-fixed 

roofs, doors or similar devices, protective coverings for vehicles not in use  B60J ; propulsion plant 

arrangements, auxiliary drives, transmissions, controls, instrumentation or dashboards  B60K ; electric 

equipment or propulsion of electrically-propelled vehicles  B60L ; power supply for electrically-propelled 

vehicles  B60M ; passenger accommodation not otherwise provided for  B60N ; adaptations for load 

transportation or to carry special loads or objects  B60P ; arrangement of signalling or lighting devices, the 

mounting or supporting thereof or circuits therefor, for vehicles in general  B60Q ; vehicles, vehicle fittings or 

vehicle parts not otherwise provided for  B60R ; servicing, cleaning, repairing, supporting, lifting, or 

manoeuvring, not otherwise provided for,  B60S ; brake arrangements, brake control systems or parts 

thereof  B60T ; air-cushion vehicles  B60V ; motor-cycles, accessories therefor  B62J ,  B62K ; testing of 

vehicles  G01M ) 

 

Type* Location Old Warning notice New/Modified Warning notice 

 

D B62D24/00 Group B62D24/00 and 

subgroups are not complete. 

See also other groups of  

B62D 

 

 

*N = new warning, M = modified warning, D = deleted warning 

 
NOTE: The “Location” column only requires the symbol PRIOR to the location of the warning.  No further directions such as 

“before” or “after” are required.  
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